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a b s t r a c t

Firms often sell products in bundles to extract consumer surplus. While most bundling decisions studied
in the literature are geared to integrated firms, we examine a decentralized supply chain where the sup-
pliers retain decision rights. Using a generic distribution of customers’ reservation price we establish
equilibrium solutions for three different bundling scenarios in a supply chain, and generate interesting
insights for distributions with specific forms. We find that (i) in supply chain bundling the retailer’s mar-
gin equals the margin of each independent supplier, and it equals the combined margin when the sup-
pliers are in a coalition, (ii) when the suppliers form a coalition to bundle their products the bundling
gain in the supply chain is higher and retail price is lower than when the retailer bundles the products,
(iii) the supply chain has more to gain from bundling relative to an integrated firm, (iv) the first-best sup-
ply chain bundling remains viable over a larger set of parameter values than those in the case of the inte-
grated firm, (v) supplier led bundling is preferable to separate sales over a wider range of parameter
values than if the retailer led the bundling, and (vi) if the reservation prices are uniformly distributed
bundling can be profitable when the variable costs are low and valuations of the products are not signif-
icantly different from one another. For normally distributed reservation prices, we show that the bun-
dling set is larger and the bundling gain is higher than that for a uniform distribution.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Price bundling is the sale of two or more separate products in a
single package (Stremersch & Tellis, 2002). SAP and Microsoft, for
instance, offer their products as software suites comprising several
different programs. This is an instance of pure bundling by an inte-
grated firm where only the bundle is sold. In the TV industry pure
bundles of information goods are offered in a supply chain setting,
where channels aggregate content from a number of third-party
firms. An example of pure bundling involving a classical retailer
and independent suppliers is that German electronics retailer Con-
rad sells certain low-end electric guitars and low-end amplifiers
only bundled together. On 22.02.2010, for instance, Conrad offered
20 low-end guitars on the website www.conrad.de with a mean
price of €132.38, and 15 low-end amplifiers with a mean price of
€111.51. Also 7 bundles consisting of a guitar and an amplifier that
were not sold separately were offered. In most cases one of the

suppliers conferred his brand name to the bundle and the mean
bundle price was €194.71, i.e. on average a discount of 20.17%
was given. Examples of mixed bundling in a supply chain are
McDonald, who sells both drinks and burgers individually as well
as in bundles at discounted prices, and Amazon, who offers its cus-
tomers the choice of buying single books or books bundled with
others at discounted prices.

Various explanations for bundling have been proposed in liter-
ature. The use of bundling for price discrimination by an integrated
monopolist has been studied in Adams and Yellen (1976), Bitran
and Ferrer (2007), Eckalbar (2006), Fang and Norman (2006), Han-
son and Martin (1990), Hubbard, Saha, and Lee (2007), McAffe,
McMillan, and Whinston (1989), McCardle, Kumar, and Tanga
(2007), Oldenrog and Skiera (2000), Salinger (1995), Schmalensee
(1984) and Stremersch and Tellis (2002). The assumptions of this
stream of research are summarized in Oldenrog and Skiera
(2000) as follows:

1. The variable costs of the products are constant.
2. The variable costs of a bundle is determined by the sum of the

costs of the products that comprise the bundle.
3. Consumers require only one unit of a product.
4. The reservation price for the bundle is determined by the sum of

the reservation prices for the products comprising the bundle.
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We demonstrate the intuition behind pure bundling using the
reservation prices shown in Table 1. We start out by assuming zero
variable costs. In Example 1 the optimal prices for selling the items
separately are clearly 90 for product 1 and 80 for product 2. It fol-
lows that the firm can sell each product to customers A and B, mak-
ing a profit of 90 � 2 + 80 � 2 = 340. If the price for a pure bundle
comprising both products is set at 180, both consumers buy the
bundle and the firm can increase her profit by 20–180 � 2 = 360.
To understand this phenomenon let us investigate the consumer
surplus defined as the difference between the reservation price
of the consumer and the price set by firm. In the separate sales case
consumer A has a positive surplus of 100–90 = 10 for product 1 and
consumer B of 100–80 = 20 for product 2, so that total consumer
surplus is 30. If the firm bundles, only consumer B has a surplus
of 190–180 = 10, i.e. profit has increased because the 10 units of
difference to the average willingness to pay of 90 have been trans-
ferred from product 1 to 2 for consumer A. As can be seen, the vari-
ations in reservation prices by products and consumers are
moderated significantly when the products are sold as bundles,
creating a greater opportunity for extracting the consumer surplus.
As shown in Example 2 of Table 1, this effect is stronger if the res-
ervation prices are perfectly negatively correlated with a high var-
iance and have a high mean valuation. Here, the optimal profit
when selling separately is 60 � 4 = 240, while the optimal bundle
profit is 160 � 2 = 320 and all consumer surplus is extracted. On
the other hand, bundling is not beneficial in cases of positive cor-
relation as the variance in reservation prices is not reduced. In
Example 3, for instance, the optimal profit is 80 � 2 + 60 � 2 = 280
for both separate sales and bundling. Also, the bundling gain is re-
duced if the mean valuations of the products differ as the product
with the smaller value limits the amount of willingness to pay that
can be transferred between the products. In Example 4 in the sep-
arate sales it is optimal to sell Product 1 to consumer A only, result-
ing in a profit of 100 + 20 � 2 = 140. The bundling profit, on the
other hand, is 40 � 2 = 80 only, as willingness to pay can only be
transferred for consumer B. Bundling also looses its appeal for
products with significant variable costs. Assuming variable costs
of 85 in Example 1 results in a profit of 360 � 85 � 4 = 20 for the
bundle. In the case of separate sales it is optimal to set the price
per unit to 100 and to sell product 1 to consumer A and to sell
product 2 to consumer B only, which results in a profit of
15 � 2 = 30. Thus, in the case of significant variable costs it is better
to focus on the consumers with high valuations only, i.e. in our case
it is better to sell two units for a margin of 100–85 = 15 instead of
selling four units at a margin of 90–85 = 5.

1.2. Findings

Do these findings hold in a supply chain setting, too? In this pa-
per we investigate the profitability of bundling if the maximization
of the profit function of an integrated firm is replaced by the equi-
librium of a game between a retailer and several suppliers. In par-
ticular we investigate situations where either all parties coordinate
(first-best supply chain bundling), the suppliers coordinate (sup-
plier led bundling) or the each party acts autonomously (retailer

led bundling). While some of our findings are as expected, others
are somewhat counter-intuitive. Our first finding that the retailer’s
margin equals the supplier’s margin establishes that the equilib-
rium is Pareto optimal. The second finding that a supplier led bun-
dling obtains higher gains in the supply chain than that of a retailer
led bundling stems from the fact that in the later case profit must
be divided equally between n + 1 parties (with n suppliers)
whereas in the former case profit is divided equally between 2 par-
ties, the retailer and the coalition of suppliers. The third finding
that the supply chain has more to gain from bundling relative to
an integrated firm may not appear intuitive but it follows from
the fact that in the separate sales scenario the supply chain profit
is smaller than that of the integrated firm (because of double mar-
ginalization), and in the first-best bundling scenario both profits
are identical. Therefore the net change in profit in the supply chain
exceeds the corresponding value in the integrated firm. The fourth
finding that the first-best supply chain bundling remains viable
over a larger set of parameter values follows from the third finding
above in that the parameter values that cause the net change in
profit to be negative in the integrated firm scenario may continue
to generate a positive net change in the first-best supply chain sce-
nario. The fifth finding that supplier led bundling is preferable to
separate sales over a wider range of parameter values than if the
retailer led the bundling follows from our second finding for rea-
sons similar to that explained in the fourth finding. The sixth find-
ing that bundling can be profitable when the variable costs are low
and valuations of the products are not significantly different from
one another is specific to the case when reservation prices are uni-
formly distributed. In this case the profit made with the bundle is
higher for supplier led bundling than for the integrated firm if the
valuations are about the same, but bundling remains viable over a
smaller set of parameter values. For normally distributed reserva-
tion prices the bundling gain is always higher than that for the
integrated firm and bundling is profitable for a larger set of
parameters.

1.3. Literature survey

Oldenrog and Skiera (2000) start their investigation of the ben-
efits of bundling strategies with the observation that the reserva-
tion price distribution for the bundle is obtained as the
convolution of the reservation price distributions of the compo-
nents (Assumption 4 above). The variance of this distribution is
clearly dependent on the correlation between the reservation
prices of the products comprising the bundle and, therefore, it
may or may not exceed the variances of individual products. If,
in addition, the correlation between the reservation prices of the
items and the respective variable costs are low, a monopolist can
extract more consumer surplus by offering the bundle instead of
selling the items separately (see, e.g., Oldenrog & Skiera (2000)).
Therefore bundling is especially attractive for information goods
of which large numbers can be bundled conveniently (see Bakos
& Brynjolfsson (1999)). In the case of independent symmetric
log-concave reservation price distributions Fang and Norman
(2006) derive conditions for the profitability of pure bundling.

Various methods have been used to arrive at these findings:
McCardle et al. (2007) and Eckalbar (2010), for instance, employ
uniformly distributed reservations prices to study bundling deci-
sions involving two items. While interesting analytical results
can be obtained using uniform distributions, modeling the impact
of correlation and tackling bundles consisting of more than two
products can still be cumbersome. For this reason researchers such
as Oldenrog and Skiera (2000) and Schmalensee (1984) employ
simulation techniques with a normal distribution. The results ob-
tained in Bakos and Brynjolfsson (1999) rely on Chebyshev bounds,

Table 1
Example reservation price distributions.

Products Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4
Consumers Consumers Consumers Consumers

A B A B A B A B

1 100 90 100 60 100 80 100 10
2 80 100 60 100 80 60 20 30

Sum 180 190 160 160 180 140 120 40
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